
IMPORTANT NOTICE

From: Johnson, Webbert & Young, LLP

To: All individuals who worked as shuttle or delivery drivers at Scholarship
Storage, Inc. d/b/a Business as Usual and based in the State of Maine at any
time from July 23, 2011 until February 6, 2014.

Date:               April 21, 2015

The purpose of this notice is to inform you of your right to participate in a lawsuit
seeking overtime pay.  You have a choice to make now, as any delay in the timing of your
choice may affect your rights.

The lawsuit has been filed against Scholarship Storage Inc. d/b/a Business as Usual
and Michael Williams under the Federal Fair Labor Standards Act (“FLSA").  The
lawsuit is called Curtis, et al. v. Scholarship Storage Inc. d/b/a Business as  Usual, et al. and
is pending in the United States District Court for the District of Maine, Docket Number
2:14-cv-00303-NT.

1. DESCRIPTION OF THE LAWSUIT

There are two named plaintiffs who filed this lawsuit.  Ten additional individuals have agreed to
join the lawsuit as plaintiffs by filing “Consent” forms with the Court.  The law firm of Johnson,
Webbert & Young, LLP represents the individuals in this lawsuit.  The defendants in this lawsuit
are Scholarship Storage Inc. d/b/a Business as Usual and Michael Williams, who are represented by
the law firm of McLane, Graf, Raulerson & Middleton.

One of the plaintiffs’ primary claims in this lawsuit is that under the Fair Labor Standards Act,
Scholarship Storage Inc. d/b/a Business as Usual violated the law by not paying shuttle and delivery
drivers (regardless of job title) overtime compensation for hours worked over forty each week.

Generally, Scholarship Storage Inc. d/b/a Business as Usual and Michael Williams assert that they
did not violate the law in any way and that the plaintiffs were properly paid for their time.
Scholarship Storage Inc. d/b/a Business as Usual and Michael Williams deny that they owe any
shuttle and delivery drivers any money.

2. YOUR RIGHT TO MAKE A CLAIM IN THIS SUIT

If at any time on or after July 23, 2011 you worked as a shuttle or delivery driver within the State of
Maine for Scholarship Storage Inc. d/b/a Business as Usual (regardless of job title), you have the
right to assert a claim under the Fair Labor Standards Act in this lawsuit.

You may choose whether to join this lawsuit. If you do join the lawsuit, you may be represented
by the plaintiffs’ lawyers or by an attorney of your own choosing. To join this lawsuit and
assert a claim you must sign a written consent to be made a plaintiff in the lawsuit and return it
as directed below. The form will then be filed with the United States District Court for the
District of Maine. If you choose not to join the lawsuit there is nothing you need to do. It is
entirely up to you whether or not to sign and file this written consent.

Regardless of your decision, the law absolutely prohibits retaliation against an individual for
participating in a lawsuit of this type.



3. HOW TO MAKE A CLAIM IN THIS LAWSUIT

If you decide to join the lawsuit, you should act quickly. Every day that passes in which you do
not join the lawsuit potentially reduces any recovery you might receive under federal law due to the
laws stating the time limits for filing your claim (known as the “statute of limitations”).

Attached to this notice is a form entitled Consent to Join Collective Action Pursuant to the Fair
Labor Standards Act, 29 U.S.C. §216(b). In order to join this lawsuit and make a claim in it you
must fill out this form, sign it, and return it to the following address by mail, fax, or e-mail:

Johnson, Webbert & Young, LLP
Jeffrey Neil Young, Esq.
Phillip E. Johnson Esq.
P.O. Box 79, 160 Capitol Street, Suite 3
Augusta, ME 04332
Tel: (207)623-5110
Fax: (207) 622-4160
E-mail: jyoung@johnsonwebbert.com or pjohnson@johnsonwebbert.com

If you have any questions regarding this lawsuit, you may contact the attorneys at Johnson, Webbert
& Young listed above.

4. THE LEGAL EFFECT OF FILING OR NOT FILING THE CONSENT FORM

If you do not return a completed consent form, you will not receive any money or other relief
from this lawsuit in the event that monetary damages or other relief is awarded. You will,
however, retain your right to file a separate lawsuit. However, you should be aware that the
statute of limitations on your claim continues to run until you have actually filed a lawsuit or an
opt-in consent form with the Court.

If you do file a completed consent form, you will be bound by the judgment of the Court on all
Fair Labor Standards Act issues in this case, win or lose.  By filing a completed consent form, you
will also be bound by any settlement that the lead plaintiffs reach with the defendants, provided
that the Court must review and approve any such settlement for fairness.  By participating in the
lawsuit you may be required to respond to written questions to produce documents relating to
your claim and to testify.  If you elect to opt-in to this lawsuit and be represented by plaintiffs’
lawyers, you will not have to pay any up-front or ongoing legal fees or costs.  If you are
represented by plaintiffs’ lawyers, their costs and fees will be paid out of any recovery against
Scholarship Storage Inc. d/b/a Business as Usual and Michael Williams if there is a recovery.

5.   THE COURT EXPRESSES NO OPINION ON THE MERITS OF THIS LAWSUIT

Although the Court has authorized the sending of this notice, it expresses no opinion on the
merits of this lawsuit.  The Court has not determined that Scholarship Storage Inc. d/b/a Business
as Usual or Michael Williams have failed to comply with the Fair Labor Standards Act.  There is
no money currently available from this lawsuit to plaintiffs (or to persons receiving this notice)
and there is no guarantee that the plaintiffs (or the persons receiving this notice) will recover any
money by joining this lawsuit.

Dated: April 21, 2015
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